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Poised for Great Things!

Windsor Chairs

I haven’t been a member of the CWA for very
long, but I sense that the club is having a resurgence.
We are holding meetings in a woodshop, the
programming has been outstanding, members are
volunteers at Jackson Park Ministries on Monday
nights, and people who aren’t even officers are taking
initiative in the club, such as Mike Smith putting
together the shop tours. Heck, this past Saturday we
had 10 people show up to move the club’s possessions
from Well of Hope to Jackson Park. Ten guys
volunteering their Saturday morning without twisting
arms. It was great!
If you are excited about the year to come as I
am, I would like to make a suggestion for how to keep
the momentum going as we enter the election season:
nominate yourself for a job at the next meeting.
Rather than going around the room having
folks toss out random nominations for people they think
may be interested in having a particular role in the club, just
nominate yourself if you can/want to do it. It is hard to
explain unless you have been in many volunteer-run clubs,
but there is so much more energy when a member raises their
hand and says “I would like to run for Treasurer” than
someone saying, “Okay, I guess I’ll accept the nomination if
no one else is going to do it…”
Let’s keep the momentum going!
Best regards,
~Peter Stoffel
Former CWA Secretary
(who stole this space to write an editorial… Thanks
Phil!)

Meeting Time and Place
Meetings of the Charlotte Woodworker’s Association are held
the third Tuesday of each month, except for December.
Meetings are held at Jackson Park Ministries Woodshop at
Sentry Post Drive, Charlotte, NC. (please check the web site for
directions because the woodshop is hard to find.)

George Matthews of Heritage Services Inc
out of Winston-Salem, NC gave a very educational
and enlightening presentation on the history and
construction of Windsor Charis.
By definition and classifications what makes
Windsor Chairs distinct is that the chair back is
independent of the legs. So technically a Windsor
Chairs is essentially a stool with a back on it.
George brought a chair that was one of his
favorite kind, a SOLD one! He recently sold the
chair for $ 550 and it was easy to see that was a
bargain for the buyer.
Goerge does not make chairs full time but
said: “If I could I would! Not enough volume.”
George said his experience is that the preeminent
chair-makers make their money teaching others.
Mike Dunbar was George’s instructor.
While constructing these chair is a very Labor
intensive process to generate the “pile of parts”. A
full day is devoted to getting the stool legged up
properly. However George said it is really gratifying
when it all comes together to have a completed chair.
½ a dozen different stories on why the call it
Windsor. An English Windsor is very heavy. Thick
legs. Heavy look. When they started to export to the
colonies it was “leaned” out. This sample is a New
England Comb Back. George explained there a
several different Back configurations for traditional
Windsor Chairs: Oval back. Sack Back; Rob Back.;
Fan-back; Continuous arm; Comb back.
When constructing the chairs George noted
that nothing but the wood plank for the seat of the
chair is “store” bought. The legs and arm posts are
from a neighbor’s pear tree that blew down. The
spindles and cones are red oak. The parts that are
bent must be green and riven or split directly out of
the log.

A social and refreshment time starts at 5:30pm; our meeting
starts at 6:30pm. Come to the meeting early and get to know
your fellow woodworking enthusiasts!
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To begin with a green log you split it as
though you are splitting rails –along the grain. Until
you get the size blank you need, for example to
make an arm rail you’ll need a piece approx. 44”
long & 7/8 thick. Below are the basic steps
outlined by George, doesn’t he make it seem
perfectly simple?
•

Get a log, 16” diameter and quarter it.
Cut a section 46” long.

•

Must split the log “equal mass”. If using
red oak and ash the log pops into two
equal pieces.

•

Keep splitting it equal mass. “Keep
splitting it until you run out of courage”,
or the piece is going to be too
small/thin.

•

Now you have pieces. Cut out the center
piece so you don’t have any sap wood or
heart wood. In effect, quarter sawn.

•

Split using a maul and wedges.

•

For a long piece, like a continuous arm, it
must be defect free.

Once you have the pieces roughed out they
must be bent to the shape required for the style of
chair you are making. The center of the piece needs
to be clearly marked with a sharpie or notch prior to
bending. (Note: Pencil marks hard to see after
steaming. Sharpie marks easy to see but only use for
painted pieces because they will show through on a
clear or light finish.) You’ll need the center point to
properly bend the piece. You’ll need a basic
steaming vessel such as this:
•

8” PVC diameter pipe. Capped at one
end. Screw on cap at the other side. ½
dowels are run through the pipe for the
wood to rest on so that the wood is
getting the steam but isn’t sitting in the
water.

•

Two small drain holes at either end.

•

Two electric tea kettles with neoprene
hoses hooked in to the body of the pipe
generates the steam.

When steaming wood it’s important to
remember that steam is hotter than hot water, so

Shop Tours
Mike Smith is organizing another round of
Shop Tours, tentatively scheduled for Saturday October
11th. This tour is focused on three shops in the South
Charlotte area but he would like to add a few more
shops to the tour, so if you are willing to have a few
visitors, please let Mike know.
If you are planning on attending the tour,
please keep in mind that the tours are only open to
CWA members, please do not bring any friends/guests
with you.

Bylaws Updated
At the September 16th meeting a revision was
made to the CWA’s Bylaws. Instead of the meeting
location being specified as the 3rd Monday of the month
with a start time of 6:00 PM, the new text states that the
“Meeting will be held monthly at a time and location
agreeable to the membership.”
This should prevent the club from needing to
revise the Bylaws every time the meeting time or
location changes.

New Portable Workbench

Fred Miller has been a busy beaver, working
hard on the club’s behalf. He built this portable
workbench. The bench is designed to be clamped to a
table top and used for demonstrations at woodworking
shows –not to mention our own meetings!
The bench has two vices, a tool well along the
back, a small drawer to hold the bench dogs, and a
power strip.

Continued on page 3
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
OCT 21 CHARLOTTE WOODWORKERS MEETING –
WOODEN WAGON WHEELS, PRSENTER TAL
HARRIS
OCT 23 BASIC FINISHING –WOODCRAFT
OCT 24-25 KLINGSPLOR EXTRAVAGANZA – HICKORY,
NC
OCT 25 BASIC LATHE-FULL DAY –WOODCRAFT
OCT 26 LATHE II: BOWLS –WOODCRAFT
NOV 18 CHARLOTTE WOODWORKERS MEETING – ROSE
ENGINE ORNAMENTAL LATHES, PRSENTER
ROLAND HAGGE & FRED
DEC 9 CHARLOTTE WOODWORKERS CHRISTMAS PARTY –
THE OLE SMOKEHOUSE ON MONTFORD DRIVE

Continued from page 2

don’t put the piece in the pipe until the steam
going full blast and keep it going! When a good
stream of steam is coming out of the vent holes,
put the wood in for 30 to 35 minutes. (If a piece is
very dry let it stay for 40 minutes.) The danger is
going too short in the steam, not too long.
Additional steam time doesn’t give you more bend
time. But if you steam it too long the wood grain
goes to mush on you. It won’t bend uniformly
because wood is breaking down. You have 40
seconds to bend it after steaming! Take your
glasses off THEN unscrew the cap (steam shoots
out, wait a second or two. Reach in get the piece –
don’t wear gloves(!) it cools fast enough.
You’ll need to create forms from ¾”
plywood with two blocks of 2 x 12 in the final
shape are mounted to the plywood making the
form. (Sound simple enough?) You need to line
the center marks on the wood with the center
mark on the bending form, then drive a wedge to
lock the piece in at the top of the form. Bend one
side, dropping the peg in at the end. Then bend
the other side and insert the peg Note: If you get
a shear on the bend it can often be fixed with a
little tight bond and a clamp.
For a Continuous Arm chair: you’ll need a
61” long arm blank and metal brackets off the
bottom hold the second bend of the arm. For
comb-back chair: Pink colored block comes down
like a guillotine and pushes the piece down over
the form. (Had a Jorgensen pipe clamp modified
Continued on page 4

Please Write a Book Review!
Well it is official. Last month I asked if anyone
actually read this grayed out section and no one sent me
an e-mail to say “yes”. But that is a great reason to write
a book review –folks will actually read it because it is in
the white section! So help make this newsletter even
better by contributing a short book review. Remember,
your review is redeemable for a free DVD rental from the
CWA library.
Contact Phil Ashley at PhillipjAshley@aol.com or (704)
519-5662.
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Sun City Woodworking Shop
Sun City Carolina Lakes Community, located in
Lancaster County SC, held a grand opening of their wood
shop on Saturday September 13th. In an era when most
schools are eliminating their wood shop programs it is
nice to see that at least one community has a shop
available for when you retire!
Five members of the CWA attended the opening
and checked out the shop. It is about the same size as the
JPM shop, but they have a few extra rules: you must have
two people present at all times and an instructor present.
The CWA will exchange the names of guest
speakers with each other. We wish them well in the
future!

Raffle Trouble
Lately, the CWA has not been coving the cost of
its raffle program. The shortfall has not been
catastrophic, but averaged $30 - $40 every meeting.
Since the program is supposed to raise money for the
club, the rules have been modified going forward:
1.) You can still only win one prize per night, no
matter how many times your tickets comes up. But now
you won’t get five additional tickets that you can use at
the next meeting’s raffle.
2.) The amount the club spends on items for the
raffle is going to be reduced from $100 / month to $50 /
month.

Holiday Party
The Holiday Party is scheduled for December at
the Ole Smokehouse on Montford Drive. Don’t forget to
make a gift for your spouse!

A New Chapter
Society of Period Furniture Makers is meeting
November 1-2nd in Greensboro, NC with the intent of
starting a new chapter. You must join the society to
attend the Society’s meetings & events after the first go
around. Call David Powles if you want to attend. Details
on this initial meeting will be given at the at next CWA
meeting.

to give it an 18” thread that he can crank down
quickly. Makes it feasible to bend it without a
helper.) Designed so that the tighter you compress
it the tighter the comb’s bend.
You leave them in the form for 3 days (in
the summer) in the sun and they are generally dry
enough to use. The wood needs to dry, but it
doesn’t have to be ‘cured’. You can test the dryness
of the are by pulling a peg and it shouldn’t move
more than a ¼ of an inch.
Legs blanks should be approximately 23”
long. Go back to your log, start splitting them out.
¾ piece that is whittled down to 3/8” at the top
tapered down to 7/16” where it goes through the
arm rail. Sizes are checked with a gauge holes cut in
a block of hard maple.
You will then whittle the spindles down
with a draw knife. The old time knives have the
right angle and the best control. The angle of the
blade to the relation of the handle is _everything_.
See sources at the end of the article. Use the draw
knife with the bevel up to whittle it down until you
run out of courage.
Next move on to a spoke shave which is
very adjustable. Can cock your blade so that one
side of it is for coarse cutting and the other side for
finer finishing. A shaving horse is good for speed
but the problem is you can’t get it secure enough to
get a good finish, especially with a long spindle.
Use the bench vice. Support the long slat against
your sternum. Sanding the parts to get the perfect
fit and removes the tool marks. NOTE: It is
generally desirable to leave some amount of tool
marking to replicate the authentic look.
The seat is constructed by gluing up pieces
or if your lucky finding a single stable very wide
piece about 18” wide. You basically need an oval
with a point at the front edge. Made out of poplar,
pine and a suitable glue is either Titebond 2 or 3.
Seat chopped out with a gutter adze. Run the
center down 7/8” to an inch ideal. Allow a little
dip for the legs at the front edge of the chair. Mark
it in pencil and go as far down as you have the guts
to go with your chopping. George lays it on the
floor and chops carefully so not to hit foot. Clamps
it to the bench and works with a bent draw knife
called a ???. Then a compass-plane-type block plane.
Continued on page 5
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Election’s Are Coming!
No, not the presidential elections, the elections of
the CWA’s Executive Board.
By Laws: Elections in November. Next month –
nominations for officers!
Bruce not willing to accept a nomination for
President unless we fill ALL of the positions in the club:
Secretary, Treasurer, and three people on the Program
committee.

Jackson Park Ministries
Charity Auction
JPM is hosting a charity auction this November
and we believe that it is a major fund raiser for the
program. To sposor a table at the dinner costs $500. At
this dinner there will be a silent auction and an open
Auction. There isn’t much time to prepare but we would
like to encourage members to make items for the auction.
It goes to a very good cause…

One Special Christmas
For many years now the CWA has supported the
One Special Christmas program. Changing the program.
A Banquet with a silent auction and a regular auction.
First Thursday in December. Recommend smaller items
–get a better return from three small items than one big
one.

15 Minutes of Fame
Fred Miller and John Goodson have finally
gotten their 15 minutes of woodworking fame. chest in
the back of the Horton Brass Catalog

Finally a travisher (a bent spoke shave) from Crown
Plane Co.
The tricky part of the chair assembly &
construction is the leg angles and the angles of the
spindles. The five rear spindles are at a 16 degree
angle going into the seat. 12 degrees for the outer
spindles. The line of sight is the point at the front
tip of the seat. The arm rest is angled/sighted from
the center hole on the back of the chair for the
center-rear spindle and in theory approximately 17
degrees. Mount the rail and the arm, to get the
alignment for the arm spindles between the tall
spindles that run up the back and the arm.
Mounting the legs: the seat is shaped/done.
Clamp it to the bench. George has a template that
he mounts. The front leg is best with a 16 degree
angle (rake) back-forward. Back legs 24 degrees
rake. The “splay” is the angle of the leg side to side
when looking at the chair from the front.
Over time, the tips of the legs will rise up a
little and the tips will show. Sometimes the seat is
green and it shrinks sown and grips the top of the
legs. Perfect! Sight line for the leg is 7 1/8 inches
from the tip running along the center line to the
back. Line up the 16 degrees on the sight line…
Turn the chair around. Use the same point for the
sight line. Ream the holes out. (when you turn the
leg turn it so that the tip matches the taper of the
reamer.) You can adjust your angle a little while you
ream the hole. Turn a little, check it. Turn it and
check. It can take ½ a day to get a chair “Legged
up”. Very frustrating when that happens but it has
to be right!
Putting the cross brace in between the front
and back legs: The undercarriage needs to have a
very slight tilt to the back. (half the diameter of the
pin….) Mark the centers of your side pieces so you
know where the cross piece goin. Dry fit the pieces
having them held together with rubber bands.
Need a few extra bevel squares to get all of your
angles. Drill 5/8” holes into the legs to
accommodate the undercarriage. Then cut each
piece a ¼” LONGER. Use a 5/8” tenon-ing cutter.
Assemble the undercarriage and the legs.
To assemble the legs into the bottom of the
seat you will have to drive the legs in with a hammer.
There will be a hollow sound until the legs bottomout in the underside of the seat. The put the wedges
Continued on page 6
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Brief Review of
Roberts Rule of Order
In a meeting, a motion has been made....then what
happens?
To make our meetings work smoother, the following is a
very simple procedure for making and handling motions
made by the members.
1. A member should always be recognized by the
president to make a motion or to address the
group.
2. The president recognizes the member and
grants the floor to the member for the purpose of
making a motion.
3. When making a motion, one should say "I move
that--" instead of "I make a motion that--."
4. A motion must be approved by a second person
saying, "I second the motion."
5. Recognition from the president is not required
to second a motion.
6. The president then restates the motion, as
made, to the membership.
7. After a motion has been made and seconded, no
other motion can be made, or other business
discussed, except:
(a) to adjourn the meeting,
(b) to table the motion until a later date,
(c) to call for the question; that is, to end
the discussion and bring up the motion for
vote.
8. The president conducts an orderly and
productive discussion of the motion made.
9. Following discussion, a member may call for
the question, which is to end discussion and
move immediately to a vote on the motion.
10. At any time, a member can rise to a point of
order; that is, if a member observes the violation
of a rule; he or she may rise, secure recognition
and state the point which is out of order.
11. Also, at any time, a member can rise to a point
of information, which is to request more
definitive information about the motion, or
information pertinent to the motion.
12. The president then conducts the vote, either
by show of hands, or Yay/Nay voice vote.
13. The president states the result of the vote, after
which the motion becomes effective.
Submitted by Fred Miller

in to the top of the leg. The wedges run opposite
the grain of the seat. The oversized parts keep the
chair under tension so that it never loosens up!
Chair tightens up every time you sit on it!
Windsor Chairs were traditionally finished
with milk paint which is a great finish for this
period. You can use some “Crackle” stuff
between the coats that make the paint peel a little..

The Classified Section
The big stuff from my shop are:
a delta table saw,
a delta 6 in jointer,
a delta srcoll saw,
a delta 12in planer,
a large lathe (but i dont know the brand name on
that one),
a skill raidial arm saw,
20gallon air compressor,
a router table with router,
two extra routers and alot of bits for them,
three sizes of nail guns,
a delta biscuit cutter,
and just alot of stuff that go with them for
woodworking…
I bought the stuff from my Dad with the hope of
building a shop of my own but never got around to it and
now I am getting a divorce and need to sell but I am not
desperate to give thing's away. I would prefer to sell as a
whole package to someone getting started for $2,000 but I
will piece it off. Thanks!
Mitch Cheek
jmcisme4@aol.com
704-245-8944
Concord, NC

You do not need to be a member to place a Classified Ad!
If you have any items that you think would be of interest to
our membership please contact
PStoffel@Carolina.RR.Com to have your ad appear in the
next issue of The Sawdust.
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What Our Members are
Working on

2007 CWA Officers
Bruce Bogust
President
(704) 321-0979
bbogust@carolina.rr.com

At the September ‘07 meeting we sent around a
form and asked our members to tell us what projects
they are working on, “even the ones that won’t be
finished until 2009.” Here is a partial list of the
responses which highlights the diversity in the club. At
this month’s meeting we plan to ask people how the
projects are coming and to try to get some photos for
next month’s newsletter. Stay tuned!
Mike Smith
Fred Miller
John Goodson
Scott Coble
Bill Golden
Bob Fields
Tom Willis
Bruce Bogust
Mike Pleso

David Powles
Vice President, in-charge of
programming
(704) 506-0403
Sorry, no e-mail available

Hall Table
Another run of clocks
Chippendale Chest
CD/DVD Cabinet
Shop Cabinets and client projects
Plantation Desk
Boxes
Restoring a clock.
Table

Fred Miller
Treasurer
(704) 375-0306
fredmiller2@gmail.com

Phil Ashley
(704) 519-5662
Secretary
PhillipjAshley@aol.com

Maurice Blackburn
Librarian
(704) 396-8780
MBlackburn1@Carolina.RR.Com

Guys-Not sure who's sending out the newsletter this week
(our meeting is next Tuesday), Please include a
Thank You note in the newsletter to the guys who
helped move our chairs and cabinets from the church
to the JPM shop.

Wayne Manahan
Web Site
(704) 786-0768
WManahan@VNet.Net

They are:
Mike Smith
Peter Stoffel
Maurice Blackburn
Lowell Loggerwell
Stan Howell
Greg Smith
Harold Andersen
Bob Fields
Thanks
Fred Miller

Treasurer Report
Opening Balance: $3,451.69

(5/1/08)

June
Deposits :
$137.00
Disbursements: $264.10
Closing Balance: $3,324.59
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(5/30/08)

Directions to Jackson Park Ministries

From the intersection of I-85 and Billy Graham Parkway:
1.)
Take Billy Graham Parkway South.
2.)
Turn Right on Paul Brown Blvd / West Blvd. (this will be after the main entrance to the airport)
3.)
Turn Right on Airport Drive.
4.)
First left on Sentry Post Drive.
5.)
At the end of Sentry Post Drive there is driveway on the left. Enter here. Using the photo above, drive down
the driveway and around to the warehouse with the “x” on the top.
From the intersection of South Tryon Street and Billy Graham Parkway (where Woodlawn turns in to Billy Graham. Also
exit 6 from I-77.):
1.)
Take Billy Graham Parkway North.
2.)
Turn Left on Paul Brown Blvd / West Blvd. (this will be at the light after the Tyvola Road exit)
3.)
Follow from Step 3 above…
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CHARLOTTE WOODWORKERS
ASSOCIATION SPONSORS
Please thank them every time you use their services.

HORIZON FOREST PRODUCTS
…has left Charlotte. We look forward to their return
in another year or two.
Chad Mitchell, Manager
704-369-0485

WOODCRAFT
Mr. David Boyuka
1725 Windsor Square Drive
Matthews, NC 28105
(704) 847-8300

THE WOODWORKING SHOP OF CHARLOTTE
Jim Rivers, Manager
4728 South Blvd.
Charlotte, NC 28217
(704) 521-8886
Show your CWA membership card and receive benefits
(except power tools and wood)

CWA MENTOR PROGRAM
The following members have offered their help to
anyone interested in learning skills or new techniques in their
area of interest. Contact each person to arrange times to get
together if interested.

Bill Golden
Shopsmith & Accessories
704.525.9691
popstoyshop@yahoo.com
Wayne Manahan
Sharpening
704.786.0768
wmanahan@vnet.net

If you are willing to mentor new woodworkers
please let us know and add yourself to the list. Thank you!

"Ihave a lightning hammer –never strikes the
same place twice.
-john Leake

Peter Stoffel
213 Village Glen Way
Mount Holly, NC 28120
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